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The other day I bought albums of Japanese obscenities. 
They delight me, amuse me, and charm my eyes .... The vio-

lence of the lines, the unexpected ness of the conjunctions, the arrangement of 
the accessories, the caprice in the poses and the objects, the genitalia. Looking 
at them, I think of Greek art, boredom in perfection, an art that will never free 
itself from the curse of being academic!” (1. October 8, 1863, Edmond and Jules 
de Goncourt, Journal, quoted in Bru, Erotic Japonisme, 36)

So wrote the French art critic and collector Jules de Goncourt, describing his 
first view of Japanese shunga (‘spring pictures’) in 1863. Created by ukiyo-e 
(‘floating world’) artists, such as Kitagawa Utamaro (1753–1806) and Katsushika 
Hokusai (c. 1760–1848), these unconventional woodcuts, provocative in their 
sexual explicitness, were about to change the course of western cultural histo-
ry. Ricard Bru’s intriguing book explores the impact of shunga on late-nine-
teenth and early twentieth-century art, and asserts the importance of the 
ukiyo-e tradition in the continuing international fascination with Japan.

Nineteenth-century westerners were familiar with erotic beauty as embod-
ied by the antique goddesses Aphrodite and Venus, who, in their cool inno-
cence and naked reserve, denied any accessibility. To viewers further schooled 
in Christian mores and Victorian prudery, the sexual act, over which the god-
dess presided, could only be intuited, never depicted. The classical virgin-sluts 
of art history, deplored by Jules de Goncourt as “boredom in perfection,” never 
acknowledged the intrusion of an active partner, let alone an engorged male 
member. De Goncourt was delighted, amused, and charmed by shunga’s tech-
nical virtuosity, frank depictions of frisky copulation, and exposed genitalia. 
But he was nonetheless schooled in the western academic tradition, and could 
not help but perceive these works as “Japanese obscenities.” In actuality, shun-
ga offered uninhibited, unmediated views of intimate pleasure, untainted by 
western moral taboos and idealistic artifice. Erotic Japonisme eloquently 
chronicles the importance of this important sub-genre of the ukiyo-e tradition 
in western art. By citing the evidence of documents, correspondence, and col-
lections, and marshaling astute visual analyses, Ricard Bru offers an engaging 
and erudite account of how the awareness of Japanese erotic traditions served 
as a catalyst for change in a world already primed for cultural revolution.
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The book’s Introduction paves the way for the acceptance of Japanese eroti-
cism in the west, beginning in the eighteenth century. Distinguished by secular 
subject matter and sensual abandon, the Rococo style marked a breakdown of 
restraint in the representation of erotic subjects, also demonstrated by Japa-
nese ukiyo-e art. Both represented the world of pleasure in their respective cul-
tures, and reveled in delicate effects and acute observations of daily life. 
Comparison of the two styles addresses the fraught definitions of ‘art’ and ‘por-
nography,’ and suggests that the blurring of boundaries between the two al-
lowed the birth of modern European attitudes toward sexuality. Concurrently, 
the transformation of social roles, instigated by the Enlightenment, and spread 
of the sex industry brought the subject of eroticism out into the open in the 
popular sphere. The touchstone of this discussion is an illuminating examina-
tion of Gustave Courbet’s infamous The Origin of the World (1866), an explicit 
painting of female genitalia. Bru enlarges the artistic context of this work by 
analyzing photographic evidence, images by other artists, and genital close-
ups in Japanese illustrated books, such as Keisai Eisen, Heard and Recorded in 
the Bedroom: The Pillow Library (ca. 1823). Contextualized in this way, Courbet’s 
painting emerges not as a unique, pornographic study, but as part of a larger 
trend toward modernism, perhaps instigated by intermediary shunga models. 
With this example, the book sets the stage for the reconsideration of other 
iconic works in the light of Japanese eroticism.

Like most fashionable phenomena in history, Japonisme simmered at the 
margins long before its explosive debut in nineteenth-century Paris. Chapter 1, 
“The Western Encounter with Shunga,” provides an account of early confronta-
tions with Japanese art, beginning with Portuguese missionaries and Dutch 
traders in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The first documented im-
port of shunga, described as “certaine lasciuious bookes and pictures,” hap-
pened in 1615. Upon reaching England, they were promptly destroyed by the 
authorities, a process which was repeated in succeeding decades. The isola-
tionist policy of the Tokugawa shogunate, combined with shunga’s perceived 
moral depravity in the west, explain the spotty documentation of these early 
encounters. However, Japan’s self-imposed obscurity became a thing of the 
past in 1854, when Commodore Matthew Perry forcibly opened the country to 
the rest of the world. The subsequent flow of Japanese works of art into Eu-
rope, and their display at the Paris Exposition Universelle in 1867, had a mo-
mentous impact on nineteenth-century culture from this time forward. Paris 
was already the undisputed leader in the commercialized consumption of sex 
and erotica, and it was primarily from this city that shunga spread throughout 
Europe. Several importers of and dealers in Japanese art, including Siegfried 
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Bing and Hayashi Tadamasa, spearheaded the effort. Nonetheless, commercial 
activity flourished despite prohibition by the Japanese authorities, who out-
lawed shunga in the mid-nineteenth century. Nonetheless, these works contin-
ued to be produced in great numbers, and were clandestinely smuggled out of 
Japan. Evidently such stealthy dealings only increased the allure of shunga to 
western audiences.

Chapter 2, “Collections of Japanese Erotic Art in Europe and Their Dissemi-
nation,” documents the rapid popularization of shunga among artists, writers, 
patrons, and intellectuals in the years following the Exposition Universelle 
(1867). From this time forward, Japanese erotic art enjoyed a privileged place in 
the collections of artists and connoisseurs. Associations, such as the Society de 
Jing-Lar, were devoted to the serious study of Japanese culture. Members, who 
included many of the major intellectual figures of the late nineteenth century, 
wore kimonos to monthly meetings, where they exchanged prints and tried 
their skill at eating with chopsticks. By this time, the Japanese aesthetic had 
become fashionable among the urban citizenry, and numerous literary, artis-
tic, and anthropological publications referred to the pleasure quarters of Ja-
pan. Operas and plays followed, among them Giacomo Puccini’s immortal 
Madame Butterfly. All of this corresponded with the invention of reprographic 
technologies, such as stereoscopic photography, cinema, and postcards. These 
techniques assured the broad dispersion of shunga, while also offering a con-
venient way to crop out genitalia in deference to western taste. With the intel-
lectual ground prepared and popular sensibilities alerted, art followed suit.

The popular appeal of Japanese erotic imagery increased as the century ad-
vanced. Chapter 3, “The Impact of Shunga on European art” applies the evi-
dence gathered in the previous chapters to specific works by late nineteenth 
and early twentieth-century artists. These are addressed in several topical sub-
sections of the chapter. Even before the revelations of the Exposition Univer-
selle, the public was well aware of romantic Orientalist images of nude or 
semi-nude women in Japanese-inspired settings. These were accepted in the 
Salons as natural outgrowths of the academic tradition. However, the discov-
ery of Japanese prints facilitated a new vision of eroticism that was increas-
ingly evident in works by many avant-garde artists, all of whom collected 
shunga, beginning in the 1870s. The first chapter subtopic, “French milieu,” 
centers on Degas, Toulouse-Lautrec, and Rodin, all of whom explored the sub-
ject of feminine intimacy. Their revolutionary depictions of female bathers, 
entertainers, and prostitutes absorbed the distinctive formal qualities of the 
ukiyo-e tradition, while also alluding to French models of everyday women on 
the fringes of society.
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Chapter 3 further chronicles the phenomenon of Japonisme in general, and 
the interest in Japanese erotic prints in particular, beyond Paris. “The Belgian 
Case, the works of Félicien Rops, Armand Rassenfosse, Les XX, and Adolphe 
Crespin,” discovers links between Japanese eroticism and the shadows of the 
subconscious mind in works by Belgian symbolist and decadent artists. “The 
British Contribution” follows shunga across the channel, where critical re-
sponses were shaped by Victorian values. Unlike the enthusiastic reception in 
Paris, where Goncourt’s admiration was shared by a coterie of like-minded col-
leagues, Victorian Britain and America saw shunga’s overt sexuality as evi-
dence of the inherent vice of ‘primitive’ Japanese culture. “The European 
Diffusion of Shunga at the Turn of the Century: From Dresden to Barcelona- 
Kirchner, Artists of the Vienna Secession, Chiossone, and the Young Picasso,” 
takes a broad view of the influence of Japanese eroticism in Germany, Austria, 
Spain, and Italy.

The final section of the dense and revelatory third chapter, “Shunga as an 
Enduring Influence in Twentieth-Century Art: Surrealist Artists and the Ma-
ture Picasso,” culminates in a discussion of the waning interest in shunga in the 
years surrounding World War 1. This disenchantment was the result of a con-
fluence of circumstances, including the evolution and dissemination of erotic 
photography, the emergence of abstraction, and the general decline of Ja-
ponisme in general. Finally, the book’s Epilogue takes on the globalization of 
Japanese erotic traditions today, evidenced by the many contemporary varia-
tions on Hokusai’s diver/octopus image from Pine Seedlings on the First Rat Day 
(1814). Considering this example alone, it becomes obvious that Japanese erot-
ic imagery continues to be adapted and assimilated by artists sympathetic to 
ukiyo-e sensibilities.

Erotic Japonisme approaches its subject with seriousness and objectivity. Its 
impeccable methodology, rational organizational structure, and clear prose 
are models for scholars in all fields. The book’s purview emphasizes documen-
tary evidence in support of sophisticated stylistic comparisons of Japanese 
and western images. If there were to be a “weakness” in this approach, it would 
be in the paucity of iconographical information underlying some important 
images. An example is Hokusai’s diver and octopus, from Pine Seedlings on the 
First Rat Day. This famous print illustrates the legend of Taishokan, the story of 
a sea monster, guardian of a precious underwater jewel, which feeds on the 
corpse of a female diver, who has stolen it. The obvious merging of signifiers of 
pleasure and death in this image, considered in light of its original story, re-
veals a more nuanced equation of physical death to the petite mort of orgasm, 
an age-old colloquialism. Hokusai’s prone woman, entwined by multiple phal-
lic tentacles, could therefore be interpreted as either dead or alive. Erotic 
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Japonisme is a beautiful book, and its illustrations are well placed throughout. 
However, occasional postage-stamp-sized images are irritating in a book oth-
erwise distinguished by a plethora of beautiful illustrations, accompanied by 
extensive and informative descriptive legends.

These quibbles aside, Erotic Japonisme provides a long overdue reassess-
ment of the impact of shunga prints. This important book not only elucidates 
and contextualizes the western encounter with Japanese erotic imagery, but 
also suggests directions for further study. For example, how did the emphatic 
male gaze of shunga-inspired art relate to the rise of organized feminism in 
Europe and America? Did Japanese erotic prints play into nineteenth-century 
concerns about voyeurism, perceived by some as a criminal activity? Was there 
a relationship between shunga’ s explicit representations of female genitalia 
and late nineteenth-century advances in gynecology? What was the interplay 
between erotic Japanese traditions and the sexual psychology invented by Sig-
mund Freud at the fin de siècle? Erotic Japonisme offers avenues for the further 
investigation of these and many other questions. Though many scholars have 
written about Japonisme, few have considered the Japanese erotic tradition in 
such an informed and responsible way.
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